ABSTRACT: We report ultrafast transient UV−vis absorption and electrochemical spectroscopies on the photoinduced charge separation dynamics in a recently synthesized family of metal-free donor−acceptor systems, where two redox-active molecules are fused into a compact and planar structure upon annulation of a tetrathiafulvalene and a benzothiadiazole as electron donor and acceptor, respectively. We found extraordinary tunability of the lifetime of the photoinduced charge separation by more than 2 orders of magnitude (from 6 to 900 ps) upon small changes of the peripheral residues on the acceptor and the polarity of the environment. Contrary to expectations, the lifetime of the charge separation state decreases in more polar environments and with more electronegative acceptors. This study proves that such fused donor−acceptor systems give rise to a new class of electronically versatile materials whose physicochemical properties can be tuned via a targeted substitution or a suitable choice of local electrostatics.
■ INTRODUCTION
A photosensitizer is a molecular group that by absorbing UV− vis radiation triggers a physicochemical reaction in adjacent moieties or neighboring molecules by energy, electron, or charge transfer from its excited state. Photosensitization for photophysical and photochemical applications where charge or electron transfer (ET) is required, as in photovoltaics 1−4 or artificial photocatalysis, 5−13 is dominated by metal complexes. Coordination compounds are optically and energetically tunable, often photostable, and comparatively easy to synthesize also in big quantities. However, two points make it worthwhile to look for alternatives: (1) the low abundance on Earth of the most used metals (Ru, Re, Pt, Ir) could set a limit to a massive usage of technologies based on them; (2) from a more fundamental point of view, the main drawback of such compounds is the presence of very efficient intersystem crossing (ISC) processes, which make the photoexcitable singlet state convert very quickly (often within tens of fs) 14−16 to lower energy triplet or even quintet states. This degradation of the electronic energy into vibrational energy ultimately results in a decrease of the available driving force for the physicochemical reaction. For instance, the archetypal dye sensitizer [Ru(bpy) 3 ] 2+ that absorbs at 450 nm (2.75 eV) relaxes in less than 40 fs to the lowest energy triplet metal-toligand charge-transfer ( 3 MLCT) state by losing 0.8 eV of available energy because of intramolecular relaxation. Without the fast ISC process, the overall losses would be only 0.5 eV. An alternative route consists in metal-free donor−acceptor (D−A) dyads, which typically display no ISC, small or negligible permanent electric dipole moments in the ground state (GS), and big dipole moments of up to above 10 D in the excited state. Due to their lower cost and toxicity, higher extinction coefficients, as well as comparatively easy structural modification and tunable optical properties, they represent attractive alternatives 17−19 to polypyridyl ruthenium sensitizers 1,2 and zinc−porphyrin complexes. 3, 4 In particular, the last decade has seen an exciting and rapid progress in the field of organic dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) and in 2015, the highest power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 14% to date was reached by the cosensitization of two metal-free organic dyes. 20 Although a variety of metal-free sensitizers with defined D−A architectures have been investigated to improve device performance, it remains challenging to elucidate correlations between their intrinsic properties and photovoltaic performance. 21, 22 No doubt, understanding energetics and charge carrier/exciton dynamics of D−A systems is of paramount importance to gain insight into the effective separation of the excitons in DSSCs for high PCEs. 23 Tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) 24−27 as an electron donor and benzothiadiazole (BTD) 18, 28, 29 as an electron acceptor are frequently incorporated into D−A systems for various applications in (opto)electronic devices. They can be covalently fused to form single planar π-conjugated molecules, leading to an energetically low-lying intramolecular chargetransfer (ICT) transition from the highest-occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) localized on the donor fragment to the lowest-unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) on the acceptor part. 30−32 The resultant HOMO−LUMO band gap can be fine-tuned by the substitution at the 4-and 8-positions of the BTD unit (Chart 1). A large red shift of the ICT absorption band has been attributed to a significant lowering of the energy of the LUMO levels due to the strong electron-withdrawing effect of Br and CN substituents compared to that of the unsubstituted TTF-BTD(H) 2 . 31 Consequently, TTF-BTD-(Br) 2 behaves as a p-type semiconductor whereas TTF-BTD(CN) 2 behaves as an ambipolar semiconductor. 30 This great tunability in so many physical properties, when compared with other π-conjugated systems and coordination complexes, motivates the application of such fused D−A systems in the field of molecular electronics or nonlinear optics. 18,28,33−35 The study of their electronic tunability and charge-transfer characteristics is thus extremely valuable, and we recently carried out a study with Stark spectroscopy to elucidate the intimate link between the structural parameters and electronic features of the ground and excited states, such as polarizability and permanent dipoles. 36 A question naturally arises: how does the tunability of the steady-state optical signals reflect on the dynamical properties of these systems? TTF and BTD states involved in the CT process are expected to be rather close in energy, possibly so close that the solvent reaction field or substitutions could significantly modulate, or even invert, the relative energies.
In a perspective view on the frontiers of molecular electronics and photocatalysis, it is evident that to achieve high photochemical performances, it is necessary to control local electrostatics and the timing with respect to other processes. Despite this, the effects of electric fields on relaxation processes are still little explored and only few articles reported spectroscopic measurements in the presence of static electric fields. 37−43 These studies proved that MV/cm fields can affect and even control relaxation processes, revealing the inadequacy to predict electric field effects on the basis of the semiclassical and single-mode Marcus theory. The seminal work of Boxer and co-workers 40, 41, 44 on bacterial photosynthetic reaction centers triggered the development of more realistic models to explain electron transfer (ET) in photosynthetic reaction centers, which propose an electric field dependence of the rate constants of the internal conversion, which competes with the charge separation (CS) process. 45, 46 Tuning the timing of the local electrostatic response and of the CS state to design efficient and scalable artificial photosystems 47, 48 is a terrific task and requires novel photosensitizers able to generate MV/cm local field and CS states with a welldefined timing and duration. TTF−BTD dyads have the potential to be such a system provided the lifetime of CS states of the TTF−BTD dyads show the expected tunability upon substitution and a suitable choice of the environment. Indeed, in this context, it should be noted that a dipole moment of 10 D creates a field of 560 kV/cm at a distance of 1 nm, i.e., a field of ∼0.1−1 MV/cm on the nearby moieties.
Inspired by these questions and arguments, the electron transfer dynamics in three TTF−BTD systems have been investigated by transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy with special emphasis on the solvent and substituent effects on the charge-transfer and relaxation processes.
■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Synthesis and Sample Handling. The compounds TTF-BTD(H) 2 , 31 TTF-BTD(Br) 2 , 32 and TTF-BTD(CN) 2 30 were prepared according to literature procedures and dissolved in dimethylformamide (DMF), acetone, and toluene for the TA measurements and in CH 2 Cl 2 for spectro-electrochemical (EC) measurements. In the following discussion, samples TTF-BTD(R) 2 will be labeled according to the residues R = CN, Br, H.
Electrochemical Spectroscopy. Electrochemical spectra of the three samples were taken by recording UV−vis−NIR absorption spectra with an optically transparent thin layer cell (d = 0.7 mm) from Specac, equipped with Pt working and auxiliary electrodes and a silver wire pseudoreference electrode, which was placed inside a spectrophotometer (Cary 5000), and an electrochemical potential was applied by using a potentiostat (BAS CV-50W). All solutions were freshly prepared in CH 2 Cl 2 (typically (1−2) × 10 −4 M) in the presence of 0.1 M TBAPF 6 serving as the supporting electrolyte. All potentials are given versus the silver wire pseudoreference. The oxidation of TTF and formation of the radical cation TTF + was monitored by recording absorption spectra right after applying a positive potential of 400 mV for a specific time. The reduction of the BTD unit was induced by applying first a negative potential of −1250 mV followed by −1500 mV. Absorption spectral changes were recorded right after the application of the potential.
Transient Absorption Measurements. Samples in solution were excited close to the maximum of the respective lowest optical absorption (OA) band, namely, at 640, 520, and 490 nm for samples CN, Br, and H, respectively (Figure 1 ). DMF and acetone were chosen because both are polar with comparable permanent electric dipoles (Table 1 and ref 49) but the latter has a faster solvation response 49 than that of the former. Toluene can be considered as a nonpolar solvent. The solute concentrations used correspond to ODs of ∼0.4 at 640 nm for CN, ∼0.08 at 520 nm for Br, and ∼0.28 at 490 nm for H. Energy per pulse at the sample position was 50 nJ at 500 Hz and was focused into a ca. 60 μm diameter spot size (1/e 2 ). To avoid photodegradation, the solutions were flowed by a gear pump through a closed flow circuit with a 200 μm internal path quartz flow cell. The photostability of the samples was checked by comparing UV−vis steady-state OA measurements The probe pulse was a broadband continuum at 1 kHz, generated by focusing a fraction of the Ti:Sapphire laser into a 5 mm thick CaF 2 crystal. The pump−probe delay was controlled with a computer-controlled delay stage (Nanotec Electronic with PS 35 controller stage by OWIS GmbH) in the pump beamline.
The time resolution was 120 fs full-width at half maximum (FWHM), as measured from cross-phase modulation between pump and probe in pure solvent. A referenced detection scheme was adopted: the continuum was split into two beams of equal intensity and focused onto two different spots (ca. 40 μm diameter) on the sample. One of the two spots was overlapped with the pump pulse, whereas the other was kept unperturbed for referencing. Thereafter, the sample probe and reference are collimated by an achromatic doublet lens, dispersed by a grating, and then focused into two fast CMOS cameras capable of measuring individual shots (Glaz PulseSync, Synertronic Designs), allowing shot-by-shot correction of spectral and amplitude fluctuations of the continuum and of the pump. The relative polarization between pump and probe is adjusted to be parallel. A power dependence measurement was regularly carried out to ensure that experiments are conducted in the linear absorption regime.
More information on the setup, on the calculation of the signal, and on the correction of spectral and amplitude fluctuations is reported in the Supporting Information (SI).
Data Analysis. After correction for probe group velocity dispersion, data from −150 to 150 fs around time zero were neglected to avoid artifacts caused by pump−probe crossphase modulation from the solvent. A singular value decomposition and global fit (SVD-GF) analysis 14 on the transient absorption data TA(λ, t) was performed to separate the noise, Ξ(λ, t), from the spectral evolution of the system, λ t TA( , )
and to decompose the latter as an expansion of exponential decays with characteristic lifetimes (τ k ) and decay associated spectra (DAS)
where u(t) is the Heaviside step function and the expansion is convoluted with a Gaussian instrumental response function (IRF) with an FWHM of Δ IRF and centered at t 0 . See the SI for more details.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Steady-State Absorption. Figure 1 shows OA spectra of the investigated samples in toluene, acetone, and DMF, ordered according to increasing permanent electric dipole and dielectric constant (Table 1 and ref 49 ). All samples show a clear band in the visible range that undergoes a blue shift moving through the series R = CN, Br, and H. With an extinction coefficient of around 10
and an oscillator strength of around 0.1, this band has been assigned to an optically allowed transition to the lowest singlet excited state showing an intramolecular charge-transfer character from the TTF to the BTD moiety. [30] [31] [32] 36 Notably, for the more polar solvents, the ICT band is blueshifted compared with toluene, for all three compounds. At a first glance, this would suggest that the excited state is less polar than the ground state but a proper reading of this result needs to consider explicitly all contributions to the solvent− solute interaction. The effect of the solvent response on the transition frequency can be written as 50 (see the SI)
where hν is the ground (G)-to-excited (E)-state transition frequency upon photon absorption; hν V is the transition frequency in vacuum; μ G/E is the permanent electric dipole of the G/E state, respectively; and a is the radius of the Lorentz cavity in which the solute resides and its value can be set equal to the molecular size. f(n) = (n 2 − 1)/(2n 2 + 1) and f(ε) = (ε − 1)/(2ε + 1) are the high-and low-frequency polarizabilities of the solvent, respectively, and Δf = f(ε) − f(n) is the orientation polarizability, which describes the effect of permanent dipoles of the solvent; f(n) and f(ε) are normally positive. The polarizability properties of the used solvents are summarized in Table 1 .
As expected, toluene, the apolar solvent, has a negligible orientation term, but its electronic polarizability contribution is bigger than that for the other two solvents. From eq 3 and values in Table 1 , we can easily derive that the observed dependence of the band shift on the solvent is compatible with a μ G ≈ 0 only. This implies that the main contribution to the transition frequency shift originates from the instantaneous electronic polarizability f(n) and not from the orientation term Δf. This special condition makes the shift in toluene the largest. It is remarkable that a μ G > μ E /10 is enough to reestablish the ordinary behavior. This is in excellent agreement with computational results and from Stark spectroscopy.
36 Figure 1 . Steady-state OA spectra of the investigated samples in toluene, acetone, and DMF. Spectra are normalized to the peak value of the lowest band, whose position is marked for each spectrum. Samples were excited at the OA peak wavelengths (660, 525, and 490 nm for CN, Br, and H, respectively, ε max = 1.
). 
The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article Spectro-electrochemistry. In a simplified picture, the effect of a photoinduced ICT transition is to oxidize the TTF and reduce the BTD groups simultaneously within the same molecule. Although transitions involving delocalized and higher ICT states could be affected in a nontrivial way, we could expect that transient excited-state absorptions (ESAs) due to transitions localized on either of the two moieties could resemble a combination of absorption bands of electrochemically oxidized TTF and reduced BTD, similar to what was found for the electronic absorption spectra of MLCT-excited states of bipyridine and phenanthroline metal complexes. 51 Figure 2 shows the effect of a one-electron oxidation and reduction of the TTF and BTD groups, respectively, on the spectrum of the H compound. To compare these measurements with TA signals in the next section, we observe that the latter are difference spectra, which show spectral changes with respect to the GS absorption of the sample upon optical excitation. Then, a convenient way to compare the electrochemical (EC) spectra with TA spectra is to also calculate difference EC (DEC) spectra by subtracting the EC spectrum at t = 0 s from the one corresponding to a fully oxidized/ reduced species (gray lines in Figure 2 ). Figures S1 and S2 show the same plots for the Br and CN compounds, respectively.
Focusing on the spectral region relevant to the comparison with TA measurements (350−720 nm), we recognize in the H sample that the main effect in the radical cation TTF
•+ is the appearance of a DEC band at 440 nm. In addition, a rather broad DEC band appears at λ > 550 nm and a negative DEC signal is observed at ∼500 nm due to the bleaching of the OA 2 and TTF-BTD(CN) 2 (i.e., with a less and more electronegative acceptor, respectively) in toluene and DMF (nonpolar and polar solvents, respectively). For the sake of clarity, data are normalized to the maximum (see Figures 7 and 8 for amplitudes); at λ < 550 nm, they are multiplied by a suitable value (black value on the respective shadowed area) and time axes are split in two intervals (0−24 and 24−270 ps) to appropriately show the earlier dynamics. The spectral region contaminated by pump scattering is shadowed. White numbers on each plot are excited-state (or charge separation) lifetimes according to data analysis (see Table 2 and the relative discussion). Black arrows are a guide for the reader to show the effect of solvent polarity and acceptor electronegativity on the shortening of the charge-separated state.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article spectrum of the neutral species. The DEC spectrum of the reduced BTD
•− consists mainly of a positive signal at λ < 400 nm and a negative bleaching of the OA band of the neutral species. For the reduced species, no signal is observed at λ > 500 nm.
The Br sample shows a similar behavior with a global red shift of 20−30 nm. The CN compound displays an analogous pattern red-shifted by 100−120 nm. This shift causes the lower energy DEC band to disappear from the detection window relevant to the TA measurements, making DEC spectra of TTF
•+ and BTD •− less distinguishable. Transient Absorption. A graphical summary of the TA results is shown in Figure 3 where the four representative cases (acceptor with high and low electronegativity in polar and nonpolar solvent) are presented in the form of a wavelength− time two-dimensional (2D) plot (a complete summary is reported in Figure S3 ). A complex spectral pattern and dynamical behavior are observed in all samples, which will be discussed and rationalized in the next sections, but one of the main results of this work is already clearly observable beyond any analysis or interpretation: the outstanding tunability of the excited-state (namely, of charge separation) lifetime of such a family of D−A dyads upon minimal changes in the acceptor periphery and the solvent polarity. Before discussing the origin of such a behavior, we will first discuss in detail TTF-BTD(H) 2 in toluene because it represents more distinctly the behavior of all other samples. Then, we will outline the effects of the solvent on the photocycle of this sample. In Conclusions of this section, we will study the effect of changing the H/Br/CN substituent on the BTD ligand.
Photocycle and Solvent Effects: TTF-BDT(H) 2 in Different Solvents. The wavelength−time 2D plot in Figure  4A presents the spectral evolution of TTF-BTD(H) 2 in toluene. A selection of TA spectra at different pump−probe time delays (panel B) and kinetic traces measured at selected probe wavelengths (panel C) are also shown. A strong excitedstate absorption (ESA) at 440 nm develops within the excitation pulse, undergoes a limited narrowing and a red shift in less than 500 fs, and afterward it slowly decays with no further spectral evolution (kinetic trace at 440 nm in Figure  4C ). In contrast, the dynamics in the range of λ > 500 nm are more complex: the earliest spectra show a strong negative signal covering all of this range, which undergoes a red shift from 610 to 680 nm in less than 3 ps ( Figure 4B ,C at λ > 650 nm). The comparison with the continuous wave (cw) OA band clearly rules out that this negative signal is a ground-state bleach (GSB) but a stimulated emission (SE) signal, very likely corresponding to the inverse transition of the cw OA at 490 nm. The SE signal, initially centered at ca. 600 nm, undergoes a red shift to ca. 675 nm, uncovering a weak negative signal at 500 nm and an ESA at 570−600 nm. Whereas the former can be assigned to a GSB signal, the assignment of the latter relies on the comparison in the next section to the electrochemical spectra.
According to calculations and previous spectroscopic studies, 36 the excited state has a strong CT character and the decay of the ESA at 440 nm and SE at 660 nm can be used as reporters of the back-charge-transfer (BCT) process, whereas the GSB signal at 525 nm tracks the recovery to the pristine electronic configuration. Kinetic traces reveal that the CT state lasts for several hundreds of ps and the presence of an SE at 600−700 nm confirms that the BCT is, at least partially, radiative, in line with the reported luminescence for the Br compound. 32 The outcome of the SVD-GF analysis is summarized in Table 2 and Figure S6 : the red shift of the SE and the narrowing of the 440 nm ESA is a triphasic process with 0.46, 3.3, and 7.28 ps time constants.
To clarify the role of the solvent and to have an insight on the nature of the excited states and of these dynamics, we carried out the same measurements in the two polar solvents DMF and acetone. Figure 5 shows results for the H sample in the more polar DMF. A similar behavior was observed in Figures S3 and S6) , and only results in DMF will be shown in detail. The comparison with data in Figure 4 reveals the following: (i) ESA at 440 nm is almost unaffected by a polar environment; (ii) the SE undergoes a much more pronounced red shift, so large as to leave the detection window (λ > 700 nm) in less than 2 ps; (iii) also, 550−700 nm ESA bands on longer times are weakly affected, and the main difference at λ > 650 nm can be ascribed to the presence of SE in toluene. Kinetic traces at the peak of the blue ESA band are plotted together in Figure 6 to compare the overall lifetime of the CT state in the three solvents (see also Table S1 ). Earlier rise dynamics in toluene are definitively faster and less pronounced than the ones in polar solvents, whereas on moving to longer dynamics, the overall lifetime of the CT state is substantially shortened in polar solvents. This is indeed confirmed by the outcome of the data analysis reported in Table 2 and Figure S6 : although the behavior in the two polar solvents is virtually the same, we observe with respect to toluene a shortening of the longest components and an increase of the DAS amplitudes of the fastest dynamics (τ 1 , when present, and τ 2 ). This rise shows a complex multiphasic behavior, and to clarify the different contributions, we calculated the zeroth spectral moment, M 0 , of the 440 nm ESA band as a function of time (eq S10), integrating over the S8 ). Those time constants that are so close to being indistinguishable are marked with ∼τ n . For the sake of clarity, time constants are also labeled according to the respective underlying physical process assigned in the text (CSS = charge separation and stabilization SS = Stokes shift, VET = vibrational energy transfer to the solvent, BCT = back charge transfer, and Rot = rotational diffusion). The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article interval 510−350 nm to cover the entire ESA band. M 0 is supposed to be proportional to the number of excited molecules. This can be accepted even in the present case where the ESA signals within the integration interval could be slightly contaminated by GSB contributions and distortion due to the pump scattering.
We observe that picosecond dynamics (described by τ 3 and τ 4 ) disappear from M 0 traces, revealing that the rise is mainly due to the narrowing of the band and the subsequent increase of the peak amplitude (see Figure S10 ). However, a rise component is still present, which is more relevant in polar solvents. The time scale of this component agrees well with the values of τ 1 and τ 2 . Since it is observed in the nonpolar toluene but is more evident in the polar ones, we ascribe it to an intramolecular process of formation and stabilization of the phototransferred electron on the acceptor moiety: such a process can indeed be modulated both by slow conformational changes of the molecules (always present regardless of environment) and by the solvent reaction field.
52,53 Conversely, τ 3 and τ 4 picosecond components can be ascribed to Stokes shift and cooling, in agreement with their absence in M 0 traces and the peculiar spectral changes (narrowing of the 440 nm band and red shift of the 550−700 nm ESA) observed at t > 10 ps and in the corresponding DASs ( Figure S6 ). Their shortening in polar solvents can be rationalized as not only due to a stronger coupling with the solvent (mainly observable at the 440 nm ESA band) but also the departure from the detection window of the SE signal.
Moving to τ 5 and τ 6 and the respective DASs, they describe a decay of the signal at 440 nm and at 550−700 nm, with no changes in the shape of these bands. Spectral evolution corresponding to τ 5 mainly describes a decrease of ca. 2/3 (4/5 in DMF) of the 440 nm band in 100 s ps, with no changes in spectral profiles (compare plots "τ 5 + τ 6 " and "τ 6 " in Figure  S6 ). This is typical of rotational diffusion, and thus we believe that such a process is a main cause of this component. A decrease of 2/3 speaks for an ESA transition dipole moment perfectly aligned to the probe at time zero. In our case (pump and probe with parallel polarizations), this also implies that it is parallel to the one responsible for the GS absorption.
Noteworthily, the extinction ratio of the 550−700 nm ESA band in polar solvents (in toluene, this band is affected by a residual SE band) is smaller by a factor of 2, pointing to a nonparallel orientation by 35°of the transition dipole moment of this band with respect to the other two. However, the presence in toluene of intramolecular dynamics in hundreds of ps, as revealed by the SE evolution at λ > 600 nm, a drop of the band in DMF to 1/5, which is by far more than the expected 1/3, and the comparison with other samples (see the next section) strongly suggest that τ 5 dynamics are also due to intramolecular electronics processes such as BCT. BCT is also the natural rationalization for the mechanism underlying τ 6 : according to the previous argumentation about the nature of the two ESA bands, τ 6 is assigned to BCT and recovery of the pristine charge distribution. This experimental behavior suggests a rather simple photocycle ( Figure S11 ): excitation of the ground state (GS) into the lowest allowed transition produces the lowest singlet excited state S 1 identified as TTF → BTD 1 ICT. The extent of the charge separation and stabilization of the phototransferred electron on the acceptor moiety increases in the course of the sub-picosecond intramolecular relaxation process and solvent dielectric reorganization (τ 1 and τ 2 ). Vibrational relaxation occurs on a picosecond time scale by intramolecular conformational relaxation and vibrational energy transfer to the solvent (τ 3 and τ 4 ).
The charge separation excited-state decays with an almost nanosecond lifetime (τ 6 ), which makes radiative charge recombination an important, if not the principal, BCT mechanism. This is modulated by a 100 ps rotational diffusion Figure 7 . Transient absorption of sample Br in toluene and DMF upon excitation at the maximum of the first electronic OA band (i.e., 525 nm, see Figure 1 ). Left and right panels show a representative selection of spectra at different times and kinetic traces at different wavelengths, respectively (see also top panels of Figure 3 ). The spectral region contaminated by pump scattering at 525 nm is hidden in left panels.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article and slow electronic relaxations (τ 5 ). Concerning the effect of solvent polarity, it is 2-fold: (1) vibrational and electronic relaxations are faster and larger in polar environment; (2) there is a shortening of the CS lifetime and a stronger coupling with nonradiative BCT relaxation channels, which involve vibrationally or electronically excited levels of the system in a non-CS state.
This cycle is qualitatively valid for all investigated complexes, although with quantitative differences in the kinetics and quantum yields (Table S1) .
Back-Charge-Transfer Process and Charge Separation Lifetime. To clarify the relevance of the electronegativity of the acceptor moiety on the stability of the CS state, we compare the photoinduced dynamics of Br and CN complexes with the H one in the three solvents. With the same argument, we will discuss in detail results in toluene and DMF, since behavior in acetone is qualitatively similar to that in DMF (see Figures S3, S4 and S7, S8) . Figures 7 and 8 show a representative selection of timeresolved spectra and single-wavelength kinetics of samples Br and CN, respectively, in toluene and DMF. The outcome of respective SVD-GF analyses is reported in Table 2 and Figures  S7 and S8 . Similar to the previous assignments for the sample H, sample Br shows at early times an SE signal due to the inverse transition responsible for the lowest cw OA band at 525 nm (Figure 1) . Conversely, the negative signal of the sample CN is a GSB corresponding to the cw OA band at 660 nm (Figure 1 ). In analogy with the analysis of the H sample, we compare first measurements in toluene, since the lack of dielectric relaxation makes the identification of intramolecular mechanisms more conclusive (for the sake of argument, the experimental data and relative analyses are grouped together in Figures S5 and S9, respectively) .
As expected from cw OA spectra in Figure 1 , sample Br behaves rather comparably as the H one, with the main difference in the spectral position of SE, which shifts following the new peak position of the respective cw OA band (Table  S2) . ESA bands are almost unaffected by the substitution of H with Br, since the apparent red shift of the 600 nm ESA band in Br is probably not real but due the GSB shift from 490 to 525 nm, going from H to Br. Noteworthily, the lifetime of the CS state in the Br sample is, within our scanned time interval, much longer than that in the H complex with less dynamics in the 100 ps time scale. This implies that τ 5 component is not purely rotational. Moving to the CN sample, we observe only the higher energy ESA, now at 490 nm, and GSB at ∼650 nm, both excellent markers of the BCT process. The effect of the CN substitution on the CS lifetime is dramatic with a shortening from 870 32 to 35 ps. A closer look at the earlier dynamics in Figure 8 reveals a small narrowing on the red tail of the GSB in 2.5 ps (τ 2 ), which is compatible with a residual SE contribution exiting the detection window (see also SI.8).
Remarkably, from the analysis of the experimental data reported herein and taken from the literature, 32 we can also estimate the positions of the relaxed (t > tens of ps) emission peak (λ Max Em ) for all samples both in toluene and DMF, as listed in Table 3 (for more details, see the table caption and Section SI.8). This allows us to order the samples according to the energy gap between the equilibrated excited state and the ground one.
It is worth mentioning that all samples show the same subpicosecond rise of the overall signal already commented on in the previous section. Accordingly, this process and the picosecond Stokes shift of the SE are intramolecular processes, which involve an increase of the extent of the charge separation Figure 8 . Transient absorption of sample CN in toluene and DMF upon excitation at the maximum of the first electronic OA band (i.e., 660 nm, see Figure 1 ). Left and right panels show a representative selection of spectra at different times and kinetic trace at different wavelengths, respectively (see also bottom panels of Figure 3 ). The spectral region contaminated by pump scattering at 525 nm is hidden in left panels. Small fluctuations of the signal in toluene and DMF observed in the kinetics at 5 and 10 ps, respectively, are due to laser instability.
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Concerning the origin of the ESA bands, the overall spectral structure is almost the same throughout the series H−Br−CN, suggesting that both the higher and lower ESA bands are very likely intraligand (IL) transitions of the oxidized TTF
•+− moiety, rather than the BTD
•− one. More insight can be gained correlating the spectral features of TA spectra with those of DEC spectra in Figures 2 and S1 , S2. Even though the solvents are different, this comparison corroborates the dominant role of IL transitions of the TTF
•+ group in the ESA signal. Both experimental data sets show indeed the following: a positive band peaked at 440 nm (500 nm for CN), a negative bleaching at 490/520/660 nm (H/Br/CN, respectively), and a broadband ESA at λ > 550 nm for H and Br. Conversely, the comparison with the DEC spectrum of BTD
•− suggests that only the small shoulder at 390 nm in TA spectra could be related to IL signals from BTD
•− group. In this respect, the M 0 analysis would rather corroborate that earlier dynamics in this spectral range are dominated by a hot TTF
•+ moiety. Finally, an IL character can also explain a lesser effect of solvent polarity on the spectral position of the ESA band. On the basis of these three arguments, we can assign TA ESA bands mainly to intraligand (IL) transitions localized on the TTF
•+ group with a small contribution from the BTD
•+ one ( Figure S12 ). The other remarkable result is the dominant role of solvent polarity on the CS lifetime: a polar environment causes a dramatic shortening of the CS state by almost 1 order of magnitude in CN (from 35 to 6 ps) and Br (870 to 124 ps). The H complex is less affected but follows this trend (see Figure 6 or Table S1 , for instance). Also notable is an SE Stokes shift of 0.7 eV due to polar solvation only, in agreement with the big photoinduced permanent dipole (20 D). 36 But the most intriguing outcome is that, contrary to expectations, the lifetime of the CS state decreases in more polar environments and with more electronegative acceptors ( Figure 3) . Indeed, we would have anticipated that a more electron-withdrawing acceptor and a more polar solvent stabilize the charge on the acceptor, resulting in a longer CS lifetime. Conversely, it shows a strong correlation with the energy gap between the equilibrated excited state and the ground one (see Table 3 and Figure S13 ).
To rationalize how solvent polarity can modulate an intramolecular process in such a strong and counterintuitive way, we propose that solvation changes the relative energy ordering of the excited states to make the photoexcited CS state more resonant with intermediate states with a non-CS character, which allows nonradiative BCT and relaxations to the GS. Indeed, these intermediate states should have a smaller permanent electric dipole because of the non-CS character and then they should undergo much less energy relaxation than the photoexcited ICT state, the latter being indirectly confirmed by the aforesaid pronounced SE shift. On the basis of these considerations, we proposed the scheme in Figure 9 (a scheme including also higher states responsible for the TA activity is depicted in Figure S12 ).
■ CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we report on the photoinduced charge separation dynamics in a recently synthesized family of metal-free tunable donor−acceptor systems, 32, 36 where two redox-active molecules are fused into a compact and planar structure upon annulation of a tetrathiafulvalene to a benzothiadiazole as a donor and acceptor, respectively. The former is a strong electron donor at relatively low oxidation potential values, whereas the latter is a well-known electrondeficient building block for semiconductor polymers.
We found an outstanding tunability of the lifetime of the photoinduced charge separation by more than 2 orders of magnitude (from 6 to 900 ps) upon minimal changes of the periphery residues of the acceptor and polarity of the environment. This is another manifestation of the peculiar behavior of this family of donor−acceptor dyads, which indeed shows an extended tunability in many physical properties, when compared with other π-conjugated systems and coordination complexes.
This study proves that the outstanding tunability of steadystate photophysics (absorption and emission transition frequencies, as reported in Tables S3 and 3 , but also, for instance, redox properties 30, 32 ) goes hand in hand with an exceptional tunability of the lifetime of charge separation states, giving a new class of electronically versatile materials e calculated according to eq 3 (see eq S11 and the relative discussion in the SI). The Journal of Physical Chemistry C Article whose physicochemical properties can be tuned via a targeted substitution or suitable choice of local electrostatics.
Remarkably, the dependence of the CS lifetime on both the solvent polarity and on the acceptor electronegativity contradicts any argument based on the electrostatic stabilization of the charge on the acceptor. To rationalize how solvent polarity and rather small changes in the acceptor electron affinity can modulate an intramolecular process in such a pronounced way, we propose that solvation and acceptor electronegativity shift the energies of excited states with a CS character (Figure 1 and Table 3 ) whereas non-CS states are only weakly influenced. Accordingly, the photoexcited CS state is more or less resonant with intermediate states with a non-CS character (very likely hot states of the ground state 36 ), which allow nonradiative relaxations to the ground state. This mechanism is corroborated by the correlation between the BCT rates and the emission frequency (Table 3 and Figure S13) .
A further remarkable outcome of this study follows from a detailed investigation of the formation and stabilization of the CS state: we observe that even though the photoexcited transition leads directly to a charge-transfer state, only a fraction of charge is instantaneously localized on the acceptor, whereas the remaining fraction is transferred in the course of sub-picosecond intramolecular relaxation processes and solvent dielectric reorganization. Since an analogous result was recently reported for metal complexes, 14, 52, 53 its observation also in small metal-free D−A dyads could suggest this to be a more universal phenomenon when charge-transfer states are photoexcited. However, to draw more conclusive results, more experimental and computational evidence is necessary.
Such a tunability in many physical properties motivates the application of fused D−A systems in the field of molecular electronics or nonlinear optics, 18 ,28,33−35 whereas a so enhanced sensitivity to local electrostatics could pave the way to applications as switchable photosensitizers, light emissive sensors for molecular electrostatics, etc. In a perspective view on the frontiers of molecular electronics and photocatalysis, it is evident that to achieve high catalytic performances, it is necessary to control local electrostatics and timing with respect to other processes. This class of dyads provides exceptional versatility to the generated local fields or available charges with a well-defined timing and to fine tune energy gaps with respect to other functional blocks.
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